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ABSTRACT
Th is article reconsiders the way political representation was understood in 
the early modern Netherlands by focusing on the contemporary contribu-
tion of Simon van Slingelandt. His views of the representative nature of the 
government of the Dutch Republic were deeply polemical when he devel-
oped them, but went on to have a profound infl uence on the later literature 
and are notably sustained in modern histories of the subject. Th e best way 
to nuance the view of political representation our historiography has inher-
ited from Van Slingelandt is by returning to the earlier views he set out to 
discredit. By examining both views, I thus hope to shed some new light on 
the representative nature of early modern Dutch government.
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Th e aim of this article is to provide a more nuanced account of the concept 
of political representation as it was understood in the early modern Nether-
lands in comparison to how it is usually described in the existing literature 
by focusing on the contribution of Simon van Slingelandt. Van Slingelandt 
was an early eighteenth-century theorist whose views of the representative 
nature of the government of the Dutch Republic were deeply polemical 
when he developed them, but went on to have a profound infl uence on the 
later literature and are notably sustained in modern histories of the subject. 
To nuance the view of political representation our historiography has inher-
ited from Van Slingelandt we need to return to the earlier views he set out 
to discredit. Accordingly, the fi rst half of the article discusses how earlier 
commentators developed their own theories of representative government 
in the context of a debate about the best polity for the Dutch provinces. Th e 
second half deals with Van Slingelandt’s intervention within this debate and 
the alternative theory he put forth.
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In describing these competing theories, I trace the origin of the currently 
prevailing view of what made early modern Dutch government “representa-
tive.” What historians generally have in mind when they speak of political 
representation in the Dutch Republic is the role of the deputies delegated 
by local communities, mainly towns, to speak on behalf of their constituents 
in the ruling assemblies, or “States,” of the provinces and the Republic as a 
whole. It is the pervasiveness of this practice of delegation that is commonly 
seen to have been the peculiar feature of early modern Dutch government. 
And it is the corresponding concept of representation as speaking or acting 
for someone that dominates the historiography on the political culture of the 
Republic.1 Yet what our historiography seems to overlook is that this mean-
ing was but one aspect of the conventional understanding of the concept of 
political representation at the time.2 To better appreciate what was peculiar 
about Dutch representative government, a much more comprehensive grasp 
of how the concept was understood is required. An attempt here to recover 
some of its now forgotten meaning may be especially fruitful.

Provincial Freedom and the Form of the States

A series of confl icts broke out in the Netherlands aft er the death of Prince 
William III of Orange in 1702. William’s death left  most of the provinces 
without a single head of government—without a stadtholder. Within weeks, 
the regents ruling the “States” of the province of Holland, known as its 
“Noble and Mighty Lords,” declared they would take the prince’s respon-
sibilities upon themselves. Hoping their example would be followed by the 
States of other provinces, the lords of Holland publicly off ered to join hands 
with them.3 For Holland and the provinces that followed it, this ushered in 
the “second stadtholderless era.”4 In this period, various treatises were pub-
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lished glorifying the government of the provincial States, and it is in these 
propagandist works that we fi nd the concept of representation put to work.5

Some of these publications responded to further political developments 
in the spring of 1704. Th e position of stadtholder became the topic of dis-
pute as a result of the eff orts of the province of Friesland to increase the 
authority of its stadtholder, the heir of William III, Prince John William 
Friso, in the central government of the Republic. First, the town Leiden op-
posed the prince’s promotion as general of the Republic’s infantry. Leiden 
protested that to hand more power to Friso would be to ruin Dutch free-
dom.6 Although this objection did not immediately have the desired eff ect, 
it soon played an important role in halting the further increase of the prince’s 
infl uence. Th e same objection was repeated in August 1705 when the prov-
inces discussed the possibility of admitting Friso into the council of state, 
the Republic’s central executive body. Again, increasing Friso’s authority 
was fi ercely opposed, this time by the provinces Utrecht, Holland, and Zee-
land.7 Th e matter of Friso’s admission remained unresolved until the spring 
of 1707. In the intermediate period, the critics of the stadtholderate, those in 
Holland above all, turned to the pen to gain support for their cause.8

Th e most penetrating defenses of the position of Holland and its allies 
were the two massive volumes Mirror of State of the United Netherlands 
(1706 and 1707) and the highly polemical Holland’s Ancient Freedom, with-
out the Stadtholderate published in 1706. Th e Mirror of State was written by 
Romeyn de Hooghe, a renowned republican thinker and artist who made 
the engravings for all three books.9 Th e author of Holland’s Ancient Freedom 
was Emanuel van der Hoeven who had just completed a major biography 
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of the brothers De Witt, symbols of the “fi rst stadtholderless era.”10 In this 
work, Van der Hoeven celebrates the return of a free States government.11 
Looking to win over the lords of the other provinces to join Holland’s cause, 
De Hooghe and Van der Hoeven saw themselves as needing to refute the 
abiding view that in its “old and perfect form,” the government of the Dutch 
provinces resembled a mixture of the freedom of the town councils or vroed-
schappen, the nobles, and the authority of a stadtholder. Th e outcome of this 
vision of Dutch constitutional history was the claim that the towns, nobility, 
and stadtholder together “possess sovereignty.” Th is is how the argument is 
stated, for example, in Holland’s Salvation and Disasters, published in 1686 at 
the height of William III’s power.12

Responding to these claims, the propagandists of the States of Holland 
turn to a competing historical interpretation of the traditional order or “an-
cient state” of the Dutch provinces. On this account, the form of govern-
ment most suited to living in freedom is the one established by the ancient 
forefathers of the Dutch.13 Th e reason it is so important for these writers to 
stress this ancient freedom is it enables them to develop two further claims 
about the original form of government. It fi rst enables them to bring out the 
deep-seated aversion to monarchy that, as De Hooghe writes, moved the 
Dutch throughout the ages to retain “their old way of arranging their govern-
ments.”14 Th e polemical point is drawn out by Van der Hoeven who assures 
us that stadtholders are no diff erent from “counts, princes, dukes, kings, and 
emperors.” As Van der Hoeven sees it, the stadtholders proved themselves 
to be no better than other monarchs by oppressing the people of Holland. It 
was, he affi  rms, only thanks to Holland’s knighthood, nobles, and towns that 
the license of monarchs was eventually “bridled” and freedom preserved.15 
Th is takes us to the second claim these writers unfold. Echoing a platitude of 
humanist historiography, they argue that the old Dutch government was free 
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because its form mirrored the traditional orders, or “States” of the people: 
the nobles or knighthood (ridderschap) and towns. Th e principal authority 
of De Hooghe and Van der Hoeven is Hugo Grotius who, at the outset of his 
Annals, proclaims that it is by these customs and “by this state of govern-
ment” that peace and equity have survived in the Netherlands.16

Th e propagandists of provincial freedom go out of their way to bring 
out the correspondence between the form of government they describe and 
the order of the people’s estates. Th ey usually bring out the resemblance by 
invoking a bodily metaphor: members of the provincial States are said to 
constitute or make up (uytmaken) the whole people. With the ancients, De 
Hooghe informs us, we can see the true free States government, which con-
sisted “of nobles and strongholds which together constituted the people.”17 
In the hands of earlier writers, the argument had sometimes been stretched 
to include a further point. Not content to sketch only the outlines of gov-
ernment, some writers had proceeded to furnish a more precise account of 
how governors ought to be elected from the orders of society. Th is is the 
strategy we encounter, for example, in Johan Uytenhage de Mist’s Discourse 
of the Common Freedom of 1684. Uytenhage de Mist writes that in Holland’s 
old government, the most notable citizens of the towns and the inhabitants 
of the countryside “chose their own magistrates and vroedtschappen.”18 
Picking up the argument, Van der Hoeven reiterates that the ancient Dutch 
subjected themselves only “to governors chosen from the people and the 
knights.”19

Th e States propagandists are well aware that with the nobles and towns 
scattered across the country it will be “impracticable,” as Uytenhage de Mist 
highlights, to try to bring the rulers of all regions to a single place. Th e solu-
tion is that “from each region one or more persons are sent to convene in a 
common assembly of all regions in which they speak on behalf of their con-
stituents.”20 Th e polemicists of the 1700s place even more emphasis on the 
need to delegate the exercise of sovereignty, or “supreme power,” to a States 
assembly.21 Van der Hoeven recounts that when the ancient Dutch found 
themselves in dire situations, they summoned an assembly of persons each 
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delegated by their own “tribunal, township, hamlet, or district.” Th is assem-
bly had “the power of peace and war and the imposition of taxes” to fi nance 
the common defense against the sea and foreign enemies.22 De Hooghe like-
wise maintains that in times of need the nobles and towns used to put “their 
heads together.” Th e right of the nobles and towns, he confi rms, has always 
been to exercise the sovereignty of the “body of the whole people.” To make 
this exercise possible the towns chose “common men or councils” to present 
the popular interests in an assembly, where the “noble knights and lords” 
spoke for the remaining countryside.23

The Theory of Representative Government

Th is view of an unchanged form of government throughout Dutch history 
was long-standing. When the same constitutional vision had been delineated 
by earlier writers, they sometimes added a further and absolutely crucial 
claim about the nature of this polity. Th e classic text to do so was François 
Vranck’s Short Exposition of the Right Exercised of All Old Times by the Knight-
hood, Nobles, and Towns, fi rst published on the authority of the States of Hol-
land in 1587 and reprinted countless times thereaft er. Th e Short Exposition’s 
argument is, that when the magistrates and councils of the towns convene 
with the assembled nobles, it is possible to say all of them together “repre-
sent (representeren) the entire state and the whole body of the inhabitants” 
of Holland.24 To this terminological point, Vranck adds that when the nobles 
and towns are duly assembled they also “represent the States of this coun-
try.”25 Although Vranck admits that the nobility and urban magistrates can 
only assemble by way of deputies, he insists that the agents of the nobles and 
towns do not become the subjects of sovereign power themselves. Vranck 
professes great faith in the binding power of the instruction (the “burden 
and resolution”) the deputies of the town councils receive from their prin-
cipals. Such is his faith that he concludes that the right of sovereignty is not 
transferred to “any particular persons or commissioners in particular,” but 
remains with the town councils, whom the deputies represent by virtue of 
their commissions.26 Th is transformative potential of representation, which 
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allows agents to act as if they were their principals, informs the thinking of 
Vranck and his followers so profoundly that they generally refer to the no-
bles and towns of a province, as well as to the assembly of their deputies, 
simply as “the States of the country.”

Th e Short Exposition was one of the fundamental constitutional docu-
ments of Dutch politics and its line of reasoning resounds throughout the 
succeeding literature, especially in the immensely infl uential Inquiry into the 
Right of Supreme Power Entitled to the Noble and Mighty Lords. Th is trea-
tise by Dirk Graswinckel was published aft er his death in 1667. Graswinckel 
draws on Vranck’s argument to assert that in Holland “we recognize the 
Noble and Mighty Lords, the Lords States of Holland and Westvriesland” 
as “our sovereign supreme powers.” Th e reason these lords are rightfully 
sovereign, Graswinckel underlines, is “because they are represented by the 
very title and collective capacity of the knighthood, nobles, and towns.”27 
Th e resonance of the Short Exposition was even further amplifi ed by the fact 
that it was frequently appended to commentaries that appealed to its author-
ity. Th is is also seen in Holland’s Ancient Freedom, where Van der Hoeven 
presents it as an accurate description of the old form of government.28 De 
Hooghe even goes so far as to integrate the whole text into his own argu-
ment, likewise introducing it as an authentic account of the “true ancient 
form of the state and its government.”29

In their own accounts, however, De Hooghe and Van der Hoeven choose 
to redescribe the argument by invoking a wider political vocabulary that by 
their time had come into currency. Th e almost identical claim they advance 
is that if the assembly has the right to speak for the nobles and towns based 
on the fact that it is made of the same members, then it is also possible to say 
the assembly constitutes an image (beeld) of the nobles and towns, and the 
role of the deputies is to depict or portray (verbeelden or uitbeelden) their 
constituents. We fi nd this vital point presented in Holland’s Ancient Freedom 
as an outcome of the Dutch civic lifestyle. Van der Hoeven here adds that, 
in contrast to other Germanic tribes, the forefathers of the Dutch settled 
in towns, which they ruled in a free manner. Th e result was that from this 
point forward, the assembly of the States was made up of the knighthood 
and deputies of the towns. Th e reason, again, is because otherwise “such 
towns cannot be depicted (verbeeld werden).”30

27. Dirk Graswinckel, Nasporinge van het recht van de opperste macht toekomende de 

Edele Groot Mogende Heeren Staten van Holland en Westvriesland [Inquiry into the right 
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30. Van der Hoeven, Hollands aeloude vryheid, 1.1:61. 
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In turning to this extended vocabulary, the States propagandists build 
on the same imagery that controlled Dutch thinking about government since 
Vranck’s Short Exposition. Th e concept the verb verbeelden at the beginning 
of the eighteenth century expressed was exactly that of representing some-
thing. As the New Dictionary of Latin and Dutch Languages of 1704 testifi es, 
this meaning had its origin in two distinct classical contexts. One standard 
use of verbeelden and its synonym uitbeelden mentioned in the Dictionary 
is the saying “to depict something to be present.”31 Th is usage goes back to 
Pliny’s famous anecdote about a picture of curtains so realistically repre-
sented (repraesentata) their viewer was deceived into believing the curtains 
were actually present.32 Another idiomatic use of verbeelden, according to 
the Dictionary, was the phrase “to depict a person,” explained as signifying 
the act of acting for someone.33 Th is phrase took its political meaning from 
Cicero’s De offi  ciis, from his injunction that a magistrate should always con-
sider himself to bear the person of his city (gerere personam civitatis). By the 
early modern period, this expression (as Cicero’s seventeenth-century edi-
tor illustrates) had acquired the additional meaning of acting for “the whole 
people” of the city.34 It is the confl uence of these two meanings we encounter 
in the Dutch political writings. Th is is perhaps best illustrated with a last ex-
ample from the Dictionary. When this work of 1704 translates Cicero’s Latin 
adage into Dutch, it becomes the precise phrase the States writers adopted 
shortly thereaft er: “to depict a town.”35

Th ese are the main concepts Dutch political writers had in mind when 
they said the deputies in the provincial assembly “make up” and “represent,” 
“depict,” or “portray” their constituents. When these writers invoke this vo-
cabulary, they join together the two meanings mentioned above. In Gras-
winckel’s Inquiry, the right of an agent to act on behalf of someone else is 
said to derive from the representative relationship that exists between the 
agent and his principal. According to Graswinckel’s theocratic vision of 
politics, all worldly sovereignty comes from God, by whom alone political 
rulers can be held accountable. Th e ruler, in this view, is a representative 
portrayal (representative uitbeelding) of God, and therefore authorized to act 
on God’s behalf. For as Graswinckel summarizes his theory: “those who rep-

31. S. Hanot, Nieuw woordenboek der Nederlantsche en Latynsche tale [New dictionary 

of the Dutch and Latin languages], ed. D. van Hoogstraten (Amsterdam: Hendrik Boom, 
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resent God in government are subjected to Him whose name they portray 
and whose judgments they carry out.”36

Returning to the polemicists of the fi rst decade of the eighteenth cen-
tury, we see that like Graswinckel they are interested in the connection be-
tween the two meanings of representation. Th ey affi  rm that when a deputy 
speaks for his town or a nobleman speaks for the countryside, they have to 
be understood to depict their constituency as a whole. Th ese later writers 
accordingly full-heartedly confi rm that—as Van der Hoeven paraphrases the 
Short Exposition—the colleges of the towns together with the assembly of 
the nobles “depict the entire state and the whole body of the inhabitants.”37 
Van der Hoeven expresses the same idea with respect to the medieval polity 
of Holland. When the count wished to levy taxes, he says, he fi rst needed to 
obtain the consent of the assembly of nobles who depicted “the common 
knighthood.”38 Th e full force of the argument of these later writers, how-
ever, comes from the way in which they extend this way of seeing the role of 
the representative to every Dutch province. With regard to the town of De-
venter in the province of Overijssel, De Hooghe notes that its assembly de-
picts “the entire town.”39 And in an earlier passage he speaks in the same way 
of the province of Zeeland, observing that although most nobles have lost 
their votes to the towns, one of them, the marquis, retains his place in the 
assembly over which he presides and where he portrays “the entire knight-
hood and the whole of Zeeland.”40

At the same time, the States writers also have a deeper interest in the 
connection between the idea that nobles and deputies of the towns form 
an image of the States and their right to act for the whole body of the peo-
ple. Th e essential tenet of the theory of representative government being 
brought back to prominence in the fi rst decade of the eighteenth century 
concerns the sovereignty of the province. As Graswinckel explains, in the 
thinking of these writers, because the deputies attending the provincial 
assembly “make up the entire state of the province,” what is represented 
in this assembly “is sovereignty itself.”41 Th e additional point of the eigh-
teenth-century writers is that since the States assembly exercises sovereign 
power in the name of the people, the people really govern themselves and 
are thus free. De Hooghe sets forth precisely this argument in the Mirror 
of State. He fi rst hints at it in the fi rst volume, observing that in the old 
government the towns and knighthood depicted “the free supremacy of the 

36. Graswinckel, Nasporinge, 94. 

37. Van der Hoeven, Hollands aeloude vryheid, 2:66. 

38. Ibid., 1.2:6. 
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40. Ibid., 1, 2:364. 
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country.”42 At this point, De Hooghe does not explain why a government of 
the States should be considered free. But in his second volume, he goes on 
to provide a detailed answer to this exact question. He writes that due to the 
representative nature of the Dutch polity, the people retain their original 
power. Th is informs his historical claim that no ruler, not even the former 
dukes and counts, ever truly held a sovereign right over the Dutch prov-
inces. Th e reason is that “supreme lordship” always resided with the “free 
people” of each country. And it was the function of the States to perform 
“the representation,” or fashion and display “the image and person” of these 
free peoples.43

Th e crux of the argument of these writers is accordingly that under the 
rule of the States the people do not give up their rights of sovereignty. Th is 
postulate underpins their doctrine of States supremacy, and it similarly sup-
ports one of the most striking features of their works: their ferocious attacks 
on the authority of every institution that ever encroached upon the exclusive 
sovereignty of the provincial States. When discussing medieval history, the 
main targets of these writers tend to be the former monarchs of the Nether-
lands. When referring to more recent times, they oft en focus on the “High 
and Mighty Lords,” the assembly of the States General. Th e argument is that 
only the lords of the provinces act directly for the people, which entails that 
public authority can only ever be delegated by the provincial States and re-
mains subjected to them. Th is line of thought is best laid out by De Hooghe. 
His account of the relationship between the loci of political power in the 
Netherlands highlights that the “duke, count, or lord” of a province served 
only as “portrayer” of the States because the latter “could not remain as-
sembled at all times.” Th e monarch depicted the States in the same way the 
States represented the people.44 Turning to the assembly of the States Gen-
eral, De Hooghe maintains that the picture of sovereignty it shows is only 
“somewhat representative” because the provincial States never give up their 
sovereignty, “a supremacy that resides in all the inhabitants of a country.”45 
Th e implication is therefore that—as Van der Hoeven explains—“every prov-
ince possesses its own complete sovereignty” due to the fact that “there are 
no secondary supreme powers in a country.”46

Th is way of framing the matter may appear to leave the argument of the 
advocates of the lords of the provincial States exposed. If the deputies of the 

42. De Hooghe, Spiegel van Staat, 1, 1:231. 

43. De Hooghe, Spiegel van Staat, vol. 2 (Amsterdam: Jan ten Hoorn, 1707), 1:78. Also 
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provinces in the States General do not possess “supreme power,” then how 
much authority can the deputies in the provincial States possess? Just like 
their counterparts in the States General, the provinces’ lords are not “sover-
eigns” but act as mere “proxies or deputies.” Anticipating this objection, the 
States writers focus on the bond between a deputy and his principal. What 
we need to keep in mind, as Van der Hoeven notes, is that a deputy “por-
trays the position of his sovereign” and that anyone who acts in some man-
ner to him “does the same to his master.”47 Once we appreciate the nature 
of this relationship between principal and deputy, the States writers next 
suggest, we cannot fail to see that the assembled nobles and deputies of the 
towns really do constitute “an image of sovereignty.” A signifi cant corollary 
of this way of seeing things is that a province’s sovereignty can only ever be 
appropriately represented when all its members consent to the same pol-
icy and none of them is “overruled” by its peers. Th e States writers notably 
stress this point with respect to taxes,48 but their argument has more general 
relevance. As De Hooghe says about the province of Gelderland, “none of 
these members is sovereign in himself, but each member who is admitted 
to the assembly is a free and complete member and entitled to delegate a 
body of sovereignty.”49 Th e underlying holistic ideal is perfectly captured 
by Van der Hoeven in the form of a series of anecdotes at the end of Hol-
land’s Ancient Freedom. Here, he illustrates up to which point a provincial 
assembly can be said to form a truthful portrait of the nobles and towns. 
He recalls that in 1688, to satisfy his personal ambitions, William III sup-
pressed Holland’s freedom by committing the powers of its assembly to a 
few lords who were under his control. William then made these lords de-
pict the whole body of the assembly and had them decide on behalf of all its 
members, as if each of them had approved the policies they ratifi ed.50 Th e 
point, then, is that such an assembly ceases to be a true representation of the 
province.

Th e outcome of this account of provincial freedom is that there is only 
one original form of government that suits all Dutch provinces. Th is is a 
polity in which, as the Short Exposition concludes, “the sovereignty of the 
country is with the States in all matters.”51 Th e later writers confi rm that in 
Holland the States “have always possessed the supreme power” and extend 
this perspective to the other provinces as well.52 Th e success of their strategy 
is evidenced by a declaration of the knighthood and towns of the province 
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of Overijssel of 1707. In this declaration, the lords of Overijssel subscribe 
to the two claims the writers from Holland had set out to defend. Van der 
Hoeven had argued that a free government in which the States rule does 
not need a stadtholder. Echoing him word for word, the lords of Overijssel 
affi  rm that there is no place in their province for a stadtholder to “represent” 
the States.53 Th eir declaration likewise confi rms that there is thus no reason 
ever to appoint another stadtholder nor to “undermine freedom” by admit-
ting Prince Friso into the council of state.54 Th is for now ended the debate 
about the stadtholderate.55

Freedom under Attack: Simon van Slingelandt

Despite the success of the argument above, it also invited fi erce opposition 
from the pro-stadtholder party, which remained strong, especially in the 
northern provinces where Prince Friso was stadtholder. In Groningen, for 
example, a Manifest of 1708 denounced those who “take the word freedom 
in their mouths” as a disguise for their own desire to rule.56 Th e opposition 
to Holland and their allies grew more widespread aft er 1713, when the costly 
Dutch involvement in the war of the Spanish succession came to an end.57 
Some polemicists now blamed the provincial rulers for the high fi nancial 
costs of the Dutch war eff ort, accusing the regents of having stolen the coun-
try’s resources under a false “appearance of freedom.”58 Th is accusation was 
soon developed by the apologists of the stadtholderate into the claim that, 
even more than the greed of the regents, the political system itself was to 
blame. Th e Clapping Parrot of 1714 starts by condemning the regents for hid-
ing behind privileges to suppress and rob their citizens. But it adds that the 
real fault is with the existing form of supreme government, which consists of 
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“many members who each have their own interests.”59 Th e Clapping Parrot 
claims that the only way to solve this problem is by restoring the authority 
of the stadtholder.60

Th is was also the standpoint of the secretary of the council of state, 
Simon van Slingelandt, who formulated a powerful counterblast to the pre-
vailing view of political freedom. Th e council of state wanted to replenish 
the Republic’s treasury, and to this end, Van Slingelandt tried to persuade 
the provincial lords to delegate deputies who were endowed with suffi  cient 
authority to remedy the constitutional defects preventing the provinces 
from reaching agreement about taxes. Th is is what Van Slingelandt himself 
tells us in his Discourse on the Defects in the Present Constitution of the State of 
the United Netherlands, which he wrote in January 1716.61 To achieve his pur-
pose Van Slingelandt recognizes that he has to convince the provincial lords 
to renounce their allegiance to the “unbridled freedom fashionable nowa-
days,” which, according to Van Slingelandt, had become institutionalized as 
a capital defect in the Republic’s central government.62 He directs his atten-
tion to the heart of the problem in his Dissertation on the Old Government 
of Holland, which he fi nished sometime later in 1716. Th is piece contains a 
critical commentary on the prevailing doctrine of the representative sover-
eignty of the States of Holland. To subvert the dominant view of representa-
tion in Holland, Van Slingelandt sets out to demonstrate that the historical 
analysis on which it rests is itself fl awed.

Van Slingelandt partially bases his historical survey on some of the revi-
sionist scholarship of the seventeenth century, which had already challenged 
the orthodoxy that the States had always been sovereign. But signifi cantly he 
also undertakes his own analysis of surviving documents. His conclusion—
contradicting the propagandists of the States of Holland—is that the counts 
possessed the main parts of sovereign power.63 He thus denies that the States 
had any part in sovereignty.64 He identifi es the Short Exposition as the prin-
cipal source of the mistaken view that the count received sovereignty from 
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the States, and briskly responds that the States had neither “a right of sover-
eignty” themselves nor “the power to confer sovereignty” on someone else.65 
Th is does not mean, however, that Vranck and his followers had been en-
tirely wrong about the rights of the States in medieval times. Van Slingelandt 
has no problem agreeing that the States of Holland have long had the right 
to represent the inhabitants. He is also perfectly willing to accept that the 
States spoke for the people. His discussion likewise resembles that of his ad-
versaries by taking it for granted that it is possible to refer both to the nobles 
and towns and to the provincial assembly as “the States” of Holland.66 But for 
Van Slingelandt what is crucial is that the States had their right to represent 
the people only by concession of the counts. It was the count who initially 
asked the nobles for advice. And it was also the count who eventually al-
lowed the towns to partake in his deliberations with the nobility.67 Based 
on these fi ndings, Van Slingelandt infers that Holland in medieval times was 
essentially a monarchy, having a “one-headed” government. Th is monarchy 
was “limited” or “mixed” only insofar as the counts were forced to remain on 
good terms with the States in order to gain their approval for taxes.68

Van Slingelandt’s provocative message is that, in his view, the true gov-
ernment of Holland not only represents the nobles and towns, but also con-
tains a monarchical element that embodies its unity.69 He further claims that 
Holland retained this mixed form of government during the early years of 
the revolt against Spain.70 As such, he rejects the much-repeated view that 
a government cannot be free if it includes some monarchical element that 
represents sovereignty.71 As Van Slingelandt recounts, in 1572, the States 
of Holland ruled with Prince William of Orange, whom they had restored 
to his offi  ce of stadtholder and representative of Philip II of Spain.72 At this 
point, the legislative power remained de iure with Philip, and was exercised 
by the stadtholder.73 Contradicting the Short Exposition and echoing some 
of the apologists of the stadtholderate,74 Van Slingelandt judges that the ef-
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fectiveness of government in these years was determined by the combined 
authority of the States and the prince.75 It was only thanks to the eff orts of 
William that unity was preserved.76 Van Slingelandt draws out the polemical 
implication of his historical exercise in the Discourse. Here, he writes that 
the defects, which in his time thwarted the Republic from acting with unity, 
had their origin in the choices that had been made aft er William’s death in 
1584.77 It was then that the States of Holland fi rst assumed absolute power 
and started to use “that part of sovereignty which had previously belonged 
to the count in an absolute way.”78 Th e regents of Holland then modifi ed the 
regulations of decision-making in the assembly of the States, thereby making 
it “extremely diffi  cult to arrive at uniform decisions.” While the lords of Hol-
land thus kept the “outward form” of government the same, they changed its 
internal constitution with disastrous results.79

Th e outcome of the prevailing account of provincial freedom had been 
that the people could only be well-represented if sovereignty is with the 
States. Van Slingelandt’s opposite conclusion is that the existing defect of 
government can only be remedied by restoring its authority and restrict-
ing freedom.80 He off ers two possibilities. Either the States assembly should 
be allowed to make decisions without the uniform consent of its members, 
or in case of disagreement the issue must be submitted to the decision of a 
stadtholder or other “neutral” persons.81 What these solutions have in com-
mon, Van Slingelandt highlights,82 is that they are both irreconcilable with 
the ideal of provincial freedom dominant at the time. Neither solution was 
compatible with the idea that the province can only be adequately repre-
sented when the deputies of the nobles and towns all agree on new policies. 
Th e question we must therefore ask is what Van Slingelandt has to say about 
the precise manner in which the States represent the province.

The Representative Body of the States

Th e immediate challenge facing Van Slingelandt was how to show that the 
States can be lawfully represented by a minority of their members. As he 
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focuses on this issue, he fi nds himself having to confront the conventional 
holism: the idea that the States of Holland together constitute an image or 
representation of the “whole people.” In formulating his response, Van Slinge-
landt leaves behind the argument of the Short Exposition. Instead, he turns to 
the extended analysis of the bodily resemblance of the States, which had been 
developed in the subsequent commentaries and brought into renewed circu-
lation by the polemicists of the 1700s. Van Slingelandt recalls two additions to 
this political vocabulary. He fi rst invokes and endorses one of the basic claims 
of his adversaries, confi rming that the nobles and towns together make up 
(uitmaaken) the States. He recounts that initially the nobles “made up” the 
States of Holland on their own, aft er which the towns came to “make up” the 
States along with the nobility.83 Th e underlying corporatism and holism are 
brought out by Van Slingelandt in his Discourse. Th ere, he applies the same 
way of talking to the union of the Dutch provinces and refers to the provinces 
separately as members that “collectively make up the body of the Republic.”84

In his analysis of the “body” of the States of Holland, Van Slingelandt 
concentrates on its composition under the last counts, when it “consisted 
of the nobles and towns.”85 It is here that he draws our attention to another 
addition to the same political vocabulary. He now observes that ever since 
the larger towns of Holland became “fellow members” of the States, it has 
been the role of the nobles to speak for the smaller towns in the assembly. 
Van Slingelandt makes this point by writing that since then the nobles “have 
represented or taken the place of (vervangen) the smaller towns and the 
countryside.”86 He repeats this remark in his Indication of the True Causes of 
the Present Great Decline in the General Government of the State of the United 
Netherlands of 1717. In this work, he stresses even more strongly that be-
fore the revolt, Holland’s smaller towns were “entirely substituted.”87 Van 
Slingelandt was not the fi rst commentator to frame this point in this way. We 
already encounter the same usage in the treatises of his opponents, who like-
wise note that when some member of the States speaks for another member 
in the assembly, the fi rst member substitutes for the other.88 Furthermore, 
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this way of speaking can also be found in the writings of the defenders of 
the stadtholderate. If we look at the aforementioned Holland’s Salvation and 
Disasters, for example, we again read that before the larger towns were ad-
mitted into Holland’s assembly, the nobles were allowed to “replace” the cit-
izens of the towns.89

But in contrast with the manner the verb vervangen is used in these ear-
lier works, Van Slingelandt proceeds to draw out one further implication. 
For him, the key observation is not only that the smaller towns were repre-
sented in the sense that the nobles spoke on their behalf, but also that the 
substituted towns had no right to speak for themselves. Van Slingelandt’s 
pivotal claim is that the represented members of the States are excluded 
from participation in its meetings. He fi rst introduces this claim in speaking 
of a declaration of the nobility of 1555. In this document, he explains, it is 
said that some nobles were duly authorized to take the place and act in the 
name of the rest of the nobility, as well as the smaller towns and countryside 
“in the same way as before.” What this means, Van Slingelandt insists, is that 
the represented members of the States were not allowed to send their own 
deputies to speak on their behalf, since this task was now entrusted to the 
nobles. Van Slingelandt illustrates his point with the case of the region of 
Voorne, a part of Holland’s countryside. Voorne had long been represented 
by the nobles and the larger towns. And therefore, Van Slingelandt stresses, 
no deputies could be admitted into the assembly on behalf of this region, 
for the precise reason that “the knighthood and nobles already represented 
them.”90

Th is is where Van Slingelandt decisively turns against the prevailing 
understanding of the representative nature of the States. His attack on the 
existing orthodoxy involves him in making a positive as well as a negative 
contribution to the debate. He fi rst rejects the essential tenet of the theory 
shared by the States propagandists and their more concessive opponents. It 
had usually been argued that the assembly of the States has the right to exer-
cise, or “represent,” sovereignty, because the assembly resembles the form 
of the orders of the people, and thus resembles the entire province. Th is con-
nection between the right to act for the people and the representation of 
their body is also highlighted in the pro-stadtholderate Holland’s Salvation 
and Disasters. Th e author of this work confi rms that sovereignty in Holland 
is represented by the “form” of government, which constitutes an image of 
the whole people.91 By contrast, Van Slingelandt never mentions the repre-
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sentative form of the States—a deafening silence noted and underlined by 
some of his followers near the end of the century.92

Th e reductive thrust of Van Slingelandt’s view of political representa-
tion also shows in his discussion of the eff ect of the admission of the smaller 
towns into the assembly of the States. Th is development had not tradition-
ally attracted the attention of writers concerned with the government of the 
provinces. For Van Slingelandt, however, their importance is that they il-
lustrate the relevance of his revised view of representation. His account is 
cast in the form of a narrative explaining how the nobility lost a good deal 
of its infl uence during the revolt. Van Slingelandt fi rst emphasizes that the 
infl uence of the nobility before the admission of the smaller towns rested 
on its right to represent these towns and the countryside, and to consent to 
taxes on their behalf. Th e reason was that these towns and the countryside 
“together contributed more to the taxes than the six larger towns.” Th is right 
of the nobles was “such a notable privilege” that it gave them “a fi rm hold on 
the rudder of government.”93 Th e nobility lost this control with the admis-
sion of the smaller towns as “ordinary members.”94 Th is meant, as Van Sling-
elandt somewhat dramatically concludes, that “the rudder of government 
was suddenly transferred from the nobility to the burgomasters and councils 
of the towns.”95

Th e chief signifi cance of this way of seeing the relationship between 
members of the States becomes apparent as soon as Van Slingelandt turns 
to the political problems of his own time. What his account highlights is that 
a government can only be claimed to successfully represent its people if it 
eff ectively exercises the powers entrusted to it. Van Slingelandt’s choice to 
concentrate on this aspect of representation does not indicate that he aban-
dons the traditional view that the assembly of the States—like the people 
whom it represents—constitutes one body. Instead, he confi rms the con-
temporary criticism that the problem with the existing mode of government 
is precisely that this body has become ineff ective; it enables the assembly 
to be dragged into endless deliberations by the confl icting interests of its 
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members.96 His constitutional argument is that aft er the States of Holland ac-
quired absolute sovereignty, they compromised the capacity of government 
to act eff ectively for the body of the people, and thus to represent it. Because 
as he describes the consequence of this alteration, he takes “the rudder of 
government formerly residing in the common body or in the assembly rep-
resenting it” to have been “transferred to the particular members in such a 
way that, since those changes, the primary functions of the body depend on 
each member separately.”97

Th e fi nal outcome of Van Slingelandt’s analysis is his claim that the 
only prerequisite to be met before it would be correct to say that the States 
are being represented is that their sovereignty is exercised.98 It is precisely 
this claim Van Slingelandt advances to support his proposal for the res-
toration of the authority of government. One of his suggestions is to ap-
point a new stadtholder to undertake the task of making decisions in case 
the members cannot agree on the adoption or rejection of a new policy. As 
Van Slingelandt now clarifi es, in this situation, the stadtholder would fulfi ll 
the responsibility of the States to represent the people on their behalf. One 
consequence of the success of the doctrine of States sovereignty in these 
years was that the idea of entrusting the stadtholder with this responsibility 
had been dismissed out of hand. As Van Slingelandt summarizes the argu-
ment of his opponents, the reason for this dismissal had been that, in their 
view, the States are “always present” and do not need to be represented 
by a stadtholder (a “placeholder or representative”). But according to Van 
Slingelandt, this is simply to ignore the fact that the States are not always 
in offi  ce. For as he observes, only when the nobles and the deputies of the 
towns are assembled together do they “represent” the States. In the absence 
of the assembly, the States were already represented by another administra-
tive institution—proving that the States might just as well be represented by 
a stadtholder.99

Writing aft er the death of Prince Friso in 1711, Van Slingelandt must 
have realized that the reinstatement of the stadtholderate was unlikely to 
take place in the near future.100 Yet this does not keep him from adding that 
the stadtholder should have been given more responsibility in Holland’s 
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government,101 and that the province’s stadtholders “have always been part 
of the council of state.”102 Van Slingelandt’s main point, however, is a more 
general one. As he indicates in his Discourse, he wants his contemporaries to 
see that the political problems of their time can be solved by returning to the 
principles of Dutch government. If these principles were followed, then the 
exercise of sovereignty would no longer be assigned to deputies who lack 
both the authority and the common purpose for this task. Van Slingelandt’s 
message to the regents of his day is thus that they should make the resto-
ration of this authority of government their priority.103

Political Representation in the Dutch Republic

Van Slingelandt’s intervention in the early eighteenth-century constitutional 
debates reveals that our literature on the government of the Dutch Republic 
has inherited an extremely one-sided understanding of its representative-
ness. It is striking how modern commentaries tend to glide over the very 
aspects of political representation Van Slingelandt’s account is intended to 
obfuscate. No modern study has anything to say about how contemporaries 
viewed the relationship between members of the same representative as-
sembly. Nor is there currently any study of the impact of these views on the 
way the connected issue of the representativeness of the whole assembly was 
understood. Th ese issues seem to have been of particular importance in the 
Dutch Republic where practices of consultation and delegation were fi rmly 
institutionalized in the form of cooperation between local, provincial, and 
central governments.104

Th e lasting legacy of Van Slingelandt’s contribution is embodied in the 
abundance of later commentaries sharing his views. Th is can be observed 
in Adriaan Kluit’s early nineteenth-century survey of the history of the gov-
ernment of Holland. In this massive work, Kluit sets out to refute the idea 
that the principle Holland’s government had always been based on is direct 
popular sovereignty.105 Kluit clearly draws on Van Slingelandt’s analysis, like 
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him determining that the meaning of the “representation” of the people by 
the States was never that the States assembly formed an image of the people 
or that its members “were” the States themselves. Instead, the right of the 
States to represent the people merely signifi ed the right of the assembly to 
act for the people.106 Van Slingelandt’s infl uence is even more noticeable in 
later and less partisan accounts of early modern Dutch government. Robert 
Fruin in his classic work of Dutch institutional history, for example, visibly 
echoes Van Slingelandt’s focus on the role of deputies. Fruin confi rms that 
the instructions the deputies received from their principals imposed serious 
restrictions on the capacity of the States assembly to exercise sovereignty. 
And he extends Van Slingelandt’s analysis of representation from Holland 
to the other provinces.107 With this move, Fruin established what remains to 
this day the standard interpretation of the representative nature of govern-
ment in the early modern Netherlands.
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